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 Answer Question ONE and any Other TWO Questions

Question one 30 marks

a) Define a computer [2marks]

b) Define computer software and explain two the classification of software [6marks]

c) Explain the following terms as used in operating system [6marks]

i. Multiprogramming
ii. Multiprocessing

iii. Multitasking
d) Highlight uses of Secondary Storage devices [3marks]

e) Computer memory is classified into two, describe the two classification [4marks]

f) Highlight the Uses of Output Units [4marks]

g) Explain the factors that influence the choice of data collection method and medium.

[5marks]

Question two 20 marks

a) You are an IT Specialist in a Busy IT consultant company; explain factors that you will advice

the user to pay attention to before buying a particular hardware.         [5marks]

b) Mouse is pointing device that is widely used, explain the various uses of the mouse as an 
input device          [3marks]



c) Outline functions of an operating system.          [5marks]
d) Write down the procedure followed when creating a folder in windows explorer [2marks]

Question three 20 marks

a) Write short notes on the following input devices         [10mark]

i. Optical Mark Reader (OMR):   

ii. Touch Screen: 

iii. Magnetic ink character recognition (MICR) 

iv. Digital Cameras:  

v. Optical character recognition (OCR) 

b) Explain the two broad types of Operating Systems         [5mark]

Question four 20 marks

a) Describe three Operating System Techniques that enable user(s) to concurrently share 
single or multiple CPU [9marks]

b) Secondary Storage devices are said to supplement primary storage, highlight other two uses of

secondary storage. [2marks]

c) Write short notes of the following storage media [4marks]

i. Floppy Disk
ii. Hard Disk

Question five 20 marks

a) With an Aid of a diagram explain functions of computer system touching on Input, 

processing, storage and output giving example in each case. [7marks]

b) Explain three types of Optical disks [6marks]



c) Write down the procedure  followed to copy and paste a document from one drive to 

another

[2marks]
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